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ABSTRACT 
For a matrix A E Rnx”, it is shown that strict positioe invariance of a proper cone 
e c R” (that is, erA[ e/(0}] c int 6? Vt > 0) implies the existence of a certain direct 
sum decomposition of R” into A-invariant subspaces. Our results lead to a characteri- 
zation of the set of initial points which give rise to solution curves that reach e, under 
the differential equation in = Ax. Also given is an application in stability theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cones which are invariant under matrix exponentials have received a good 
deal of attention in recent years (e.g., Varga [6], Schneider and Vidyasagar 
[3], Elmer [l], and Stem [4]). In the present work we prove that for a matrix 
A E Rnx”, strict positive invariance of a proper cone e c R” (i.e., e”“[e/{O}] 
c int (I? Vt > 0) leads to a specific direct-sum decomposition of R” into 
A-invariant subspaces. Our results are applied to the characterization of 
certain asymptotic stability properties of strictly positively invariant proper 
cones. While the present paper is essentially self-contained, it has in common 
with the work in [4] the feature that the main results are obtained via a 
qualitative differential-equations approach. 
We begin in Section 2 by deriving relevant properties of X,( e ): = eP tA e, 
the set of initial points which reach e in time t > 0 under the linear 
differential equation k(t) = Ax(t), and of the set X(e): = U t, 0X,(e), under 
invariance conditions on P.. Then in Section 3 we give our central result on 
the A-invariant decomposition of R”, and use it to characterize the set of 
initial points whose solution curves reach e under the differential equation 
given. Section 4 consists of an application in stability theory. 
*This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
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2. RESULTS ON INVARIANT CONES 
Throughout this paper, A denotes a real (n x n) matrix and (? c R" 
denotes a pro-per cone; that is, the cone (_? is closed, convex, pointed and has 
nonempty interior (relative to R”), denoted int e. 
With regard to the linear differential equation 
(24 a(t) = Ax(t) 
we have the following 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
(2.2.1) (? is said to be positively invariant if x(0) E C? * x(t) E CT? Vt > 0; 
that is if efAe c (2 Vt > 0 
(2.8.2) e is strictZy’pf&veZy invariant if x(0) E e/(0} * x(t) E int e 
V t > 0; equivalently, if e tA [ C?/(O)] C int e V t > 0. 
(2.2.3) A point x(O) E R” is said to reach C? in time t >, 0 if x(t) E C?. The 
set of all points which reach (? in time t > 0 is 
X,(e): = {x E R": etAr E C?} = eptA6?. 
REMARK 2.3. The types of invariance defined in (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) have 
been discussed by several authors. Varga [6] showed that for (? the nonnega- 
tive orthant, positive invariance is equivalent to A being of the form B - CUZ, 
where (Y > 0, Z is the (n X n) identity, and BC? c e. This equivalence gener- 
alizes to any polyhedral proper cone (? [3, 41. For general proper cones, 
positive invariance has been characterized in terms of cross-positivity [3] and 
subtangentiality [4], and Elsner [l] has verified the conjecture of Schneider 
and Vidyasagar [3] that strong cross-positivity is sufficient for strict positive 
invariance. We will not discuss these results further, since although the 
conclusions of the present paper depend on positive and strictly positive 
invariance, there is no explicit reliance on characterizations of these proper- 
ties. 
Lemma 2.4 provides basic information regarding sets of reachability. We 
denote by int Q and JQ the interior and boundary (both relative to R”) of a 
set Q c R”, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
(2.4.1) For each t >, 0, X,(e) is a proper cone. 
(2.4.2) Let e be positively invariant. Then for each t >, 0, X,(e) is 
positively invariant, and 0 < t, < t2 implies X,,(e) c X,z<e). 
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(2.4.3) Let C? be strictly positively invariant. Then for each t >, 0, X,(e) is 
strictly positively invariant, and 0 < t,< tz implies [X,l(e)]/{O} C int[X,Je)]. 
Proof Conicity, convexity, and closedness of X,(e) are immediate; 
pointedness and interiority are straightforward consequences of the invertibil- 
ity of etA. To prove (2.4.2), assume that (? is positively invariant, and let 
x E X,(e). Then etAx E e, and since e is positively invariant, esAetAx = 
etAesAx E e Vs 2 0. Hence eSAx E X,(e) kfs > 0, which shows that X,(e) is 
positively invariant. Now let 0 < t, < tz, and take x E X,,<e ). Positive invari- 
ance of e implies e(tz-tl)AetlAx = e ‘sAx E e; that is, x E X,%(e). This verifies 
(2.4.2). 
Now assume that e is strictly positively invariant, and let 0 * x E X,(e). 
Then for s > 0, esAetAr = eiAesAx E int e, and therefore eSAx E eptA[int e] = 
int[e -tAe]. This shows that X,(e) is strictly positively invariant. Now let 
0 < t, < ts, and let 0 * x E X,,(e). Then e(tzptl)AetlAx = e’sAr E int J?, 
whence x E int[e-‘zAe]. This completes the proof of the lemma. n 
Again referring to the differential equation (2.1), we have the following 
DEFINITION 2.5 A point x(O) E R” is said to reach &? if there exists t > 0 
such that x( t ) E C?. The set of points which reach &? is 
X(e): = U X,(e)= LJ eetAC?. 
t>o t>o 
The next lemma provides qualitative information about the set X(e). 
Given a set Q c R”, we denote the closure of Q by @ 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf C? is positively invariant, then the following hold: 
-- 
(2.6.1) x EX(C?) if and only if there exist sequences {t,,}~zp=l and {x,}~=~ 
such that t,, + uo, x, E X,ie) and x, + x. 
(2.6.2) X( C? j is a convex cone such that C? c X( l_?) and X(e) n [ - C?] = {O}. 
(2.6.3) The sets X(e), X(e), 8X(e), and int e are positively invariant 
(i.e. invariant zinder etA Vt 2 0). 
Proof. The nesting property of the sets X,(e) asserted in (2.4.2) readily 
yields (2.6.1). 
The set X( c! ) is easily seen to be a cone containing &?. To show that it is 
convex, let x1 and x2 be any points in X(e). Then there exist instants t, >, 0 
and tz > 0 such that etlAx i E C?, i = 1,2. Without loss of generality we can 
assume t, < tz. Positive invariance of e then implies e’zAxi E e, i = 1,2, and 
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convexity of (‘J? therefore yields etzA[axl + (1 - (~)xs] E (? Va E [0, 11. Conse- 
quently X(e) is a convex cone. Since - LL? is positively invariant, pointedness 
of (? implies that no point in - (? other than the origin can reach e. It follows 
that X(e)n[ - e] = {O}. This proves (2.6.2). 
Turning to (2.6.3), note that positive invariance of (? implies that a point x 
reaches (? if and only if etAx reaches k? for every t 2 0. Hence X(e) and 
consequently X(e) are positively invariant. Now take x E JX( (?) and let 
t > 0. Then efAx @ int X(e), for otherwise all points in an open neighborhood 
of x reach X(e) and therefore also reach (?!, contradicting ;r E ax(e). Since 
X( e ) is positively invariant, we conclude that etAx E 8X(e). Hence cYX( e ) is 
positively invariant, and therefore so is int e. n 
REMARK 2.7. 
(2.7.1) In (2.6.2) it is not asserted that the closed convex cone X(e) is 
proper; the pointedness condition is absent. Pointedness is nevertheless not 
precluded, as is seen by taking A = I; then any proper cone (? is positively 
invariant and X( k? ) = (‘_?. In the next section it will be seen that if e is strictly 
positively invariant, then X( e ) cannot be pointed, and is in fact necessarily a 
closed half space of R”. 
(2.7.2) Again with regard to (2.6.2), note if e is positively but not strictly 
invariant, then possibly X( e ) is a closed halfspace such that X( (_? ) n [ - e] * 
{O}. Consider for example 
Then the nonnegative orthant R2 is positively invariant (but not strictly), and 
by solving (2.1) we find 
X(R;)=R;u x= ( (:$vO}. 
Here X( Rt)n[- R:]= (O}, but 
X(A2,n[-R"]=(s=(,X:):r,=O,x,<O). 
In case (? is strictZy positively invariant, however, we always have X(e) n 
[ - E?] = (0). This follows from (2.6.2) and the containment e,/(O) c int X(e). 
This section is concluded with a result of the Perron-Frobenius type, 
which is required in the sequel. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. 
(2.8.1) If e is positively invariant, then 
h: = max{Rep: p E spectrum(A)} 
is an eigenvalue of A and has an associated eigenvector in C?. 
(2.8.2) If C? is strictly positively invariant, then h is a simple eigenvalue 
whose (onedimensionul) associated eigenspace Vis such that ?: CI int e * 0 
(empty set). Furthermore, A has exactly one unit eigenvector v in C?. 
Proof. Assertion (2.8.1) follows directly from [3, Theorem 61. To prove 
(2.8.2) we apply the strong Perron-Frobenius theorem of Vandergraft [5] and 
conclude that for each t > 0, the spectral radius r( t ) of et* is a simple 
eigenvalue with a one-dimensional associated eigenspace. Furthermore, this 
eigenspace has a nonempty intersection with int e, and there is only one unit 
eigenvector u( t ) of et* in e. The proof is completed by noting that 
spectrum( e tA) = e tspctrum(A)), and the fact that r( t ) = e tX. n 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Prior to giving the central result of this paper, we require the following 
technical geometric lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C? be strictly positively invariant, and let v be as in 
(2.8.2). Then there exists k > 0 such that for each x E 8X(e) we have 
(3.2) 
Proof. Recall that X(e) is a convex cone containing e/(O) in its interior 
[cf. (2.4.3) and (2.6.2)]. Hence there exists 7 > 0 such that 
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where 11 1) denotes a given norm on R”. Hence 
x E ax(e), 
i 1 x f 0, - Y 2 u"llxll. X+yVEC? 
It follows that 
Since -0uint(-C?),thereexistsk>Osuchthatx-kvE -C_?forallxER” 
such that llxll< l/y. Hence we have 
x E ax(e), 
x+tlEC? 
It follows that 
- x-kvE -6?. 
a> 0, 
f E ax(e), 
x +vEe - 
a I 
=a x-kvE-C_? 
a 
Since the case x = 0 is immediate, (3.2) is proven. 
- x-km= -CL?. 
n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let C? be strictly positively invariant. Then JX(C?) is an 
(n - 1)dimensional A-invariant subspace of R”, and is the only such sub 
space which does not contain v (where v is as in (2.8.2)). 
Proof. We will first show that 8X(e) is an (n - 1)dimensionaI subspace. 
Since, by (2.6.2), X(e) is a convex cone with interior, it suffices to prove that 
(3.4) XEdX(c?) * -irEax( 
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To this end, take I E 8X(e). Let (cll,}F= i be a sequence of positive numbers 
such that (Y, + 0, and let x, = x + (Y,D, n = 1,2,. . . . In view of Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.6, x, E X(e) for each n, and there exists a sequence {&,}F=i, t, + KJ, 
such that x,, E X,je). Then etnA(x + (Y,o) = e”n*x + o,etnAu E (Z for each n 
(where h is as in Proposition 2.8). By Lemma 2.6, 13X(e) is positively 
invariant, and therefore e tnAx E ax(e) for each n. Letting k be as in Lemma 
3.1, it follows that - e”n*x + kcx,e% = e’“*( - x + ka,u) E C? for each n; 
i.e., - x + ka,v E X,iC?), n = 1,2,.. . . Since ka, -+ 0, (2.6.1) implies that 
- x E X(e). This verifies (3.5), and shows that ax(e) is an (n - 1) 
dimensional subspace of II”. 
We now will verify that 8X(e) is A-invariant. For each x E 8X(&?) we 
have 
Ax= ~etAxlt_~=plmu(f)(etA~--X)EaX(i?), 
the inclusion being due to the fact that ax(e) is a positively invariant 
subspace. Hence AaX( (.?) C ax(e), as required. 
It remains to verify the asserted uniqueness; that is, we are to show that if 
S c R” is an A-invariant (n - l)-dimensional subspace with u e S, then S = 
8X(e). Suppose by way of contradiction that S * ax(e). Then S n X(e) is a 
nonzero cone which is positively invariant. [This intersection is nonzero 
because X(e) is a half space whose boundary does not contain S. The 
intersection of positively invariant sets is clearly positively invariant. Positive 
invariance of the subspace S is a direct consequence of its A-invariance, while 
X(e) is positively invariant by Lemma 2.6.1 There are two possibilities to be 
refuted: (i) S n int e = 0 and (ii) S n int e * 0. To eliminate contingency (i), 
let 0 f x E S n X(6?), and note that then etAx E S n X(e) V’t a 0. If (i) holds, 
then S n X( e)nint c? = 0 and therefore etAx g int (!? V t > 0. This is impossi- 
ble, since the nonzero point x reaches the strictly positively invariant cone e if 
and only if etAr E int (? for some t > 0. We now turn to (ii). Since A : S + S, 
we may regard A as an operator on S. If (ii) holds, S n e then becomes a 
proper cone, and by (2.8.1) contains an eigenvector of A. Since o e S, (2.8.2) 
is violated. This concludes the proof of the theorem. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A E Rnx”. If R" contains a strictly positively 
invariant proper cone C?, then there exists a direct-sum decomposition 
such that dimlr= 1, dim % = n - 1, and such that both Y and G&T are 
invariant under A. 
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Proof. Let u be as in (2.8.2), and take Y = span{ u}, % = aX( e). n 
REMARK 3.6. If R” contains a positively invariant proper cone e, but no 
strictly positively invariant proper cone, then a decomposition as in Corollary 
3.5 may not exist, even if 8X(e) is an A-invariant (n - l)-dimensional 
subspace. To see this, consider the example in (2.7.2). Note that R: is 
positively invariant, but no strictly positively invariant proper cone exists. 
Here 
is the only l-dimensional A-invariant subspace of R2. 
In the following two corollaries of Theorem 3.3, it is seen that certain 
structural assumptions on A give rise to explicit descriptions of 8X(e). We 
denote the transpose of A by AT, and the orthogonal complement of a 
subspace S c R” by S I. The inner product on R” is denoted by ( . , . ). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let A be symmetric. Zf C? is strictly positively invariant, 
then 8X(6?) = [span{v>] I, where v is as in (2.8.2). 
Proof. Let w E [span{ u)] * . 
Hence ATw E [span{ v}] I, 
Then (ATw, v) = (w, Au) = (w, hv) = 0. 
and since A = AT, it follows that [span(v)] ’ is 
A-invariant. The conclusion of the corollary now follows directly from Theo 
rem 3.3. H 
Another consequence of Theorem 3.3 is the following corollary, where the 
assumptions on A are weaker than those in Corollary 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let C? be strictly positively invariant, and assume that 
R” has a basis of eigenvectors of A, {v, b,, b,,. ..rb,_l}, where v is as in 
(2.8.2). Then X(e) = span{b,, b,, . . . , b,_,). 
In the remainder of this section we will address the problem of determin- 
ing ax(e), given that a strictly invariant proper cone &? has been identified, 
but where no special assumptions are made on A. This problem is of obvious 
practical significance in differential equations, since identification of ax(e) 
readily determines the set of points which reach e. 
We assume that X and v of Proposition 2.8 have been calculated, and that 
we have at our disposal an orthonormal basis { bi}~~~ of [span{ v}] I. We seek 
a basis of 8X(e) of the form {bi + or,v},T_i. Since, by Theorem 3.3, JX( e) is 
the only A-invariant (n - l)-dimensional subspace of R” not containing v, the 
numbers (Y~ are then uniquely determined by the relations A( bi + aiv) E 
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span{b, + aiv}yzii, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. Hence we seek sets of numbers {oi}ylii 
and {yij}yzrr, i, j= 1,2,. ..,n - 1, such that 
n-1 
A(bj + cqu) = c yij(bj+ ai”), i = 1,2 ,...,n - 1. 
j=l 
This system of equations may be rewritten as 
A~~_[~~~Y~~~~-““~]L+~~~~~~~~, i=1,2,...,n-1. 
In view of orthonormahty of the set {u, b,, b,,...,b,_,}, we have 
n-1 
c yijcuj-ha,=(u,Ab,), i=1,2 ,..., n-l, 
j=l 
and 
yij= (bj, Ab,), i, j= 1,2 ,...,n - 1. 
Consequently, (Y = (ai, as,. . . , a,_ 1 )’ is the unique solution to the system 
(T-AZ)a=y, 
where I is the (n - l)x(n - 1) matrix whose (i, j)-entry is (b, Ab,) and 
where y = ((Ab,, o), (Ab,, o),. ..,(Ab,_,, u))~. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO STABILITY 
The types of stability to be discussed are given in the following 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let u E int e. 
(4.1.1) We say that e is conically u-asymptotically stable if for any proper 
cone X such that uEintXand any 0*x~X(e) there exists t^=$x,X) 
such that e’*x E int X Vt > i 
(4.1.2) We call (? strongly conically u-asymptotically stable provided that 
it is conically u-asymptotically stable and e’*x + span(u) as t -B 00, for each 
x E x(e). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let C? be strictly positively invariant, let h and v be as in 
Proposition 2.8 and assume that A is greater than all other eigenvalues. Then 
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FIG. 1. Illustration of Theorem 4.2: (a) Conical o-asymptotic stability (not 
strong); A = 
( 1 
: : , X = 2. (b) Strong conical o-asymptotic stability; A = y 
( 1 
i , 
A = 1. (c) Strong conical u-asymptotic stability; A = - : 
( 
, X = 0. (d) Strong 
conical vasymptotic stability; A = -2 1 _ a ,A= -1. 
r 
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FIG. 1.. Continued 
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the following hold: 
(4.2.1) e is conically u-asymptotically stable. 
(4.2.2) Zf X G 0, then C? is strongly conically uasymptotically stable. 
Proof. Let O*xEX(e). I n view of Theorem 3.3 (or Corollary 3.5) 
there exist reals (Y, p and y E 8X(e) such that r = (YV + fi y. Since [by (2.4.3)] 
X((?)/(O) is an open haIf space containing v, we have a > 0. For each t > 0 
we have etAx = cYe’% + pe’*y, and since 8X(e) is invariant under A, etAy E 
ax(e) Vt > 0. Given r > 0, denote by x, the conical huU of the set 
(z E R”: x = v + w, w E ax(e), l/w]] <r}, where ]I I] is a nonn on R”. Then 
etAr E X, if and only if ]j3]]]etAy]] < a(etXr. It is readily noted that both (4.2.1) 
and (4.2.2) wiII be verified provided that we can show 
IletAYII ~ o as t-tco. 
e th 
To this end, we require a basic fact regarding the structure of solutions to 
(2.1) [2, Chapter 61: For each y E aX(k?) there exist reals 6 and 17 < X such 
that (]e’*y(] <at”- e 2 Q Vt > 0. A straightforward application of L’HopitaI’s 
rule then gives (4.3). W 
In Figure 1, Theorem 4.2 is illustrated in R2. In each case, i? = R: is 
strictly positively invariant and u(l/fi)(l, l)T. Also, in each case, A is 
symmetric, and therefore in view of Corollary 3.7, 8X(e) = [span{ v}] I. For 
representative points r E X(e), th e solution curves are indicated. Also, in 
each case, a proper cone X which approximates ‘V = span{ v} is shown. 
Note added in proof: One can prove that this condition on X always holds 
if case (? is strictly postively invariant [7]. 
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